Annie Wang

Debate OJ Simpson
Innocent Side
1. When the case occurred, the OJ Simpson was not at home (#668 flight), he was a
celebrity so he went to Chicago as a spokesperson of a car company.
2. Emotional activity (Weakest)
After knowing his wife was killed, he broke the window in the hotel he lived.
This means that he was surprised and he could not accept the fact.
3. Racism of the police men (OJ Simpson was a black man)
4. Testimony of the defense lawyer (Henry Chang-Yu Lee)
1)

The testimony of the blood
The examples of the blood might be polluted artificially by others.
The EDTA was discovered in the examples of the blood.
The blood that was found on the wagon was infinitesimal, but according to the
analyze in the scene, the range of the fighting was exceedingly wide, because the
keys, letters and interphones of the victims was spread anywhere. According to
Maddonie expresses that the victims were stabbed in 30 times, this means that the
criminals should be contaminated by much blood.
The size of the blood was average, which is impossible during the serious fighting.

2)

The testimony of the gloves
Wet gloves were impossible after 7 hours.
Duration: 1994/6/12 10:00 pm to 1995/6/13 6:10 am.
Temperature: 20
Therefore, it is definitely that Frohman entered the scene and forged the bloody
gloves.
(Use it!!!) Cut mark----no connection with the case because the gloves were
completed, if the hands were hurt, the gloves should be hurt firstly.
The size of the gloves was too small. (

The opposite point of view
-

Carrotting process of the gloves

-

Against:

)

3)

The testimony of the police men in the scene of the crime
a)

The illegal search of the policemen, the process was not legal and reasonable.

b)

Racisms

c)

(Weak reason) The police office in Los Angles was rough, the ability of the
police men was doubtful. (Cesspit)

5. Psychological reason (crossfire)
-

Why they did not use the gun???

-

At that night, the police Frohman was not on his job. Why he went to the scene
forwardly?

-

Why all the vital threads were all discovered by himself??
(….)

6. Physical reason (crossfire)
-

2

Football player healthy life.

